The Best Features of WaveRunner Rentals
WaveRunner rentals refer to the trademarked name of personal watercraft made by
the Yamaha Motor Company. The vehicle has been so successful that the term
WaveRunner has become a generic name for various types of fast-moving watercraft.
The type of vehicle was first introduced in the year 1987. There were two versions: a
standup and sit down boat.
The newest WaveRunners, such as the 2010 WaveRunner VX model, have very
luxurious features. Most new models have three seats as well as a 1052 engines or
above. This type of boat was produced using nanotechnology, which allows the
production of a high-powered vessel that is still very lightweight. This technology is
exclusive to the Yamaha company. With this technology, WaveRunners are made to
be small, light and durable and yet still accelerate with top speeds.
WaveRunner rentals are very fast watercraft, and should be operated by responsible
(and sober!) drivers. Some of these models can travel over 60 miles per hour on the
water. However, the newest models also have additional features that will be of
interest. Some WaveRunners have water and outdoor temperatures, reverse RPM
control (which prevents over revving of the engine and keeps you at the right speed),
telescopic steering, cruise mode (to avoid fatigue), no wake mode which lets you stay
at a low speed, and watertight storage compartments.
Rental companies will offer a variety of these watercraft from various manufacturers,
including Seadoo rentals. Don’t be surprised though if many top rental companies only
deal with Yamaha, since they have built the industry standard. Many of the newer
WaverRunner rentals are built with four-stroke engines, which are electronically fuel
injected, and thus more efficient in using gas and releasing emissions. Jetski rentals,
particularly the SuperJet model is an exception, it having a carbureted engine.
The big question is, technical specs aside, how can you use this fast-moving waterbike? Anything but fishing is our recommendation. It’s a lot of fun if you are single and
hitting the town. It is fun for two lovers on a romantic vacation. You could even take
along a third person since many WaveRunners seat a total of three individuals.
The Lake of the Ozarks is a very large body of water. You will need to walk miles and
miles if you travel by land only. Use WaveRunner rentals to cut short the walking
time—and enjoy a wonderful boating experience!
<a href="http://www.iguanawatersports.com">IguanaWatersports.com</a> provides
boat and waverunner rentals at Lake of the Ozarks, Missouri. With three locations to
choose from, you'll find the best prices as well as free PWC and boat delivery and pickup. Visit IguanaWatersports.com for <a
href="http://www.iguanawatersports.com">Lake of the Ozarks boat rentals</a>.

